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automatic denial of network access (revocation) to hackers
and thieves without human intervention.

Abstract—Dynamic Identity Verification and Authentication
(DIVA) is a protocol for identity management and intrusion
detection. Dynamic Distributed Key Infrastructures (DDKI) is a
virtual, distributed key framework of devices using DIVA. DDKI
can be used in lieu of PKI. DDKI also works seamlessly with PKI
to create a hybrid, secure two-channel, multi-factor system and
challenge for bad actors. Hackers would have to break two keys
simultaneously for each and every breach attempt and one of the
keys is a distributed, one-time-pad key that is not transmitted in
session.
There is a defined need for large, dynamically authenticated,
distributed platforms and services and large, distributed, on-line
authentication systems where there is only partial disclosure of
credentials. These are requirements necessary for secure cloud
computing and securing critical infrastructures.
Keywords—DIVA, DDKI, authentication,
encryption, identity, multi-factor

I.

authorization,

INTRODUCTION

“Technologies now exist to express scalable symmetric key
authenticated encryption systems where no single trusted third
party knows the final key.” US National Cyber Leap Year Summit
“Robust cryptographic authentication would change the game
by employing cryptographic methods which enable secure
authentication without transmitting the raw credentials for
validation.” US National Cyber Leap Year Summit
Dynamic Identity Verification and Authentication
(DIVA) is a robust, real-time identity manager and intrusion
detector. Polling sections of random but determinist
Whitenoise key streams that have never yet been created or
transmitted is possible because of offset management. In this
context it is non-cryptographic and not used to encrypt data. It
provides
one-time-pad
authentication.
(One-time-pad
encryption can be done with the same key.)
Dynamic Identity Verification and Authentication
(DIVA) compares segments of key stream that have never be
created or transmitted. It can be used by itself to provide
identity management, continuous dynamic authentication of a
user throughout a session (not just at login), immediate
hacking detection (the key offsets must remain in sync), and

These are all significant security advancements that
can be used in new and legacy topologies. The detection
capacity is significant. There are no effective, real-time
intrusion detection technologies that secure networks
throughout entire sessions. It is simple – the offsets between
the legitimate user and the server must remain in sync. It
inherently detects intrusion or spoofing without human
intervention.
Dynamic distributed key infrastructures [DDKI] is a
network framework and dynamic identity verification and
authentication [DIVA] is an identity based protocol that can be
used in any digital context where dynamic and continuous
authentication, authorization, revocation, repudiation, inherent
intrusion detection, DRM, digital signature, secure network
access and one-time-pad encryption are required. They
address all security needs with a single key.
Distributed key secure systems are network
topologies where network users are pre-authenticated and the
keys are pre-distributed to network users. Use of distributed
keys eliminates problems associated with key exchange during
network sessions.
II.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The safe exchange of keys is the challenge for
electronic and digital communication. Distributed systems
stagnated because key management, storage and distribution
became onerous.
Networks evolved to asymmetric public key systems
where session keys were created on the fly. Key storage
problems were minimized by having public key databases.
PKI is always vulnerable because the public keys are freely
available and can be factored and because asymmetric systems
are always vulnerable to man-in-the-middle attacks during key
exchange.
PKI systems are complicated, expensive, and difficult
to scale and implement. They eliminate the ability to be sure
about the management of identity (authentication.)
Dynamic distributed key systems are a revolutionary
return to the past by using solid, simple, distributed
typologies. They are a revolutionary step to the future by
offering all the security metrics with a single identity
management key.
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Historically the number of keys to manage in
distributed systems was the square of the number of secure
endpoints on a network. Dynamic distributed key frameworks
have a one-to-one relationship between the number of keys
and endpoints on a secure network.
Whitenoise creates key streams on the order of 10 60
bytes (ten to the sixtieth power) in length. Only the internal
key structure and the offset are required to recreate any key
segment. This is a small amount of data for storage (i.e. 158
bytes of key structure information will generate a random key
stream over 100 billion bytes long.)
Whitenoise topologies allow distributed keys to in
turn securely generate and distribute more encrypted keys.

DIVA and DDKI can be implemented at any level of networks all the w
DIVA is an identity based key technology that can be
used for any key based security function.
Keys are >250,000 bits in strength. The key will
never be exhausted. The key structures are simple to store with
a small footprint on any server or endpoint device.

The server receives the token from the endpoint and
looks up the specific account. It generates a token from its
copy of the key of the same length beginning at its last valid
offset for that account. It compares the two tokens bit-by-bit.
If the tokens are identical the endpoint is authenticated.

Keys embed the characteristics of a one-time pad for
the highest security.
DIVA is self monitoring and requires no human
intervention for intrusion detection, revocation and incident
logging.
III.

DIVA PROCESS

The server and the endpoint have a copy of the small
key structure that creates key streams >1060 bytes long. It
embeds characteristics of a one-time pad. Static tokens can be
used to identify particular services and dynamic identity
management tokens for authentication are never used more
than once.
The
server
acknowledges
the
successful
authentication and sends back an authorization to continue.
Neither an offset nor key is sent with this authorization.
The endpoint and server update their offsets
independently by advancing the offset by the length of the
token just generated and compared plus one. The system is
synchronized for the next request.
If the comparison fails, the account is automatically
locked without human intervention.
The server sends a request to the endpoint
device/person for a token of a specific but arbitrary length.
Neither an offset nor key is sent with this request.

A failed authentication call could only happen if
someone was able to copy a key, and use it, prior to a
legitimate network access attempt. It is a simple either/or
process. The keys are either synchronized or not.
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infrastructures with a simple one-time-upgrade of servers and
a simple one-time update to endpoints, devices and persons.
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Dynamic authentication calls can be arbitrarily set
according to security needs and processing contexts. For
example, a call can be made with every page change in html or
every five seconds if one desired.

[3]
[4]

The key structures and initial starting offset is
generated by the system. The endpoint requires about 20k of
memory/storage.
The look of an application interface is visually familiar
to consumers i.e. user name and password. The underlying
diva operates inherently and does not impact user interface.

[5]

[6]

[7]

The dynamic identity verification protocol can be
deployed easily and electronically to any digital device with
connectivity, storage and write back capacity. The protocol is
started at single-sign-on network access and continues to do
dynamic authentication throughout a network session.

[8]
[9]
[10]

In many contexts, it can operate without an interface
(just inherently) i.e. machine-to-machine communications.
IV.

[11]
[12]

CONCLUSION

DIVA and DDKI technology can be used in any digital
context. They can run in parallel to public key systems; they
can be integrated into public key systems; they can be used in
lieu of public key systems.
It is painfully obvious from the 2016 US elections and
Wiki leaks that security is under extreme duress.
The 50 largest telecoms could reach over 90% of the
global population and provide secure communications and
identity management.

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

They are well positioned to facilitate the distribution of a
TLS-Whitenoise-DIVA extension for openSSL and
LDAP/CAS (Microsoft) systems. An updated ciphersuite can
also be distributed with this extension.
This will allow the rapid hardening of global
communication systems and networks that operate critical
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